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**Big Bonfire to Set Off Homecoming Activities**

By REED MARTIN

The initial event at Homecoming this year should be the signal for the entire weekend. The first event will be a rearing fire. Rice’s annual Homecoming bonfire will be lit, it is hoped, no earlier than 6:30 Friday evening.

**THEN TO instill in the student body the same spirit which beat Texas, a pep meeting concludes the evening and begins the weekend’s activities.**

At the conclusion of this segment those participants not selected for the parade and those who are part of the second segment must be present for the next plateau may proceed to Hamman Auditorium. Dr. Sims will hold a request that tickets may be given for Wies and Baker members in the Wies commons and for Rice students.
New Les Hiboux Elects Officers

The newer streamlined version of Les Hiboux, a club for those especially interested in French, elected Frank Dent president, Dona Butterfield vice-president; Gwen Ritter secretary, and Sharon Ferguson treasurer at its first meeting of the year.

Plains in the officers include in formal parties at which everyone will talk French, and perhaps put on a French play.

Six ROTC Cadets Win DMSB Awards

The Distinguished Military Student Senate, the highest award given to army ROTC cadets, is awarded by the PMST, with the concurrence of the President of the Institute, to the four year cadets whose achievement at the Institute has been most outstanding.

The cadets who received this award last year were: Raymond L. Chilton, James H. Fry, John W. McDaniel, Arthur L. Storey, Jack Wertzheimer, and Noel C. Willis. The Chicago Tribune Gold Medal was awarded to Douglas B. Holmes, and the Chicago Tribune Silver Medal to James E. Gunn. These awards go to the cadets who have maintained the highest standings in second and first year military science, respectively.

PETITIONS DUE TODAY FOR JONES CABINET

An election will be held on Tuesday, November 4, to elect three freshmen representatives to the Jones College Cabinet.

Petitions must be signed by ten freshmen girls, by the present cabinet member, and by the nominee herself.

Petitions are due at noon on Friday, October 31, and may be turned in either to Jerry Dell Watts or to Wanda Team.

The Arkansas Traveler reports a hula hoop contest between the Razorbacks and the Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority. The football players surprised the favorites by winning, 35-24; scoring apparently was 1 point per minute.

At this time, the Rally Club will formally introduce its new members.

This year a new L. W. Scurry Award will be presented to the literary society with the best record of its members present. Big sisters are invited to ask their little sisters to attend.

The L. W. Scarry Award has been prepared after a year's research into the subject, and its fund will be on display in the Co-Op shortly.

The Rally Club will also sponsor the Homecoming Bonfire on November 12, and the Army game, preparations will be made for the appearance of the Army cadet color guard to co-operate to help make this week a good one, and help revive some of our vanishing Blue traditions.

Pipes In the Basement

A mobile is to be installed in and around the basement of the dormitory. In addition, there is a gamma ray spectrometer room. One of the most complete installations of the entire building is a system of "chase" tracks which enable spot repairs on any pipe in the building as well as access to ducts and pipes in the basement. The basement is fully usable. It houses the pipes which are necessary to cool and heat the building. It contains the hydraulic plenum that runs the elevators.

In addition, there is a gamma ray spectrometer room. One of the most complete installations of the entire building is a system of "chases" which enable spot repairs on any pipe in the building as well as access to ducts and other areas necessary for installing new equipment.

A mobile is to be installed which will be three stories in height and will depict the evolution of the earth.

THE DU PONT REPRESENTATIVE WILL VISIT THE CAMPUS NOV. 13 - 13 SIGN UP TODAY AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR AN INTERVIEW
Campus Males Can Choose ‘ Beauties’

By MIKE REYNOLDS

What is the essence of beauty? I am not sure that a universal definition is possible. I do believe that beauty is something more than pleasing physical features. Beauty should be based upon something deeper. Call it soul, animas, psyche, or what you will.

A Different Manner

The 1959 Campanile Beauties will be selected in a somewhat different manner than in years past. On November 4 there will be an all school election. At each election poll there will be a list of Rice girls by classes.

Must Have Ten

Each male student will select ten girls from his class. Each must select ten or his vote will not be counted. The lists are as complete as the records of the Advisor to Women. If a name has been left off the list the name may be written in.

By Male Students

On this basis ten girls will be selected from each class for the final judging. Heretofore the top ten were selected by some outside personality. This year the selection will be by a panel of Rice male students and will be open to the student body. This will take place some time after the semester tests.

Not Just Features

The judging will not be on the basis of facial features alone. Also any girl who has been a beauty in the past Campaniles is eligible this year. This system will not please everyone, but it should give a more representative picture of the average Rice male conception of beauty.

A bell is to ring
but without the clapper, you'd miss the whole idea of a bell

A cigarette is to smoke
but without flavor—you miss the whole idea of smoking

When it comes to flavor
It's what's up front that counts

Buy their ticket before noon Saturday. Mums can be picked up at a booth inside the stadium before the game.

SYLVAN BEACH, which is one of the most beautiful locations for a dance in this area, is located at La Porte, which is easily accessible from the Gulf Freeway.

A different manner

The 1959 Campanile Beauties will be selected in a somewhat different manner than in years past. On November 4 there will be an all school election. At each election poll there will be a list of Rice girls by classes.

Must have ten

Each male student will select ten girls from his class. Each must select ten or his vote will not be counted. The lists are as complete as the records of the Advisor to Women. If a name has been left off the list the name may be written in.
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On this basis ten girls will be selected from each class for the final judging. Heretofore the top ten were selected by some outside personality. This year the selection will be by a panel of Rice male students and will be open to the student body. This will take place some time after the semester tests.
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The Center

The days when the Sallport was the center of student activity are only a memory now, and the days when the lounge in the library basement was the favor- ite gathering-place will soon be a memory.

It's a long way from the Sallport to the new Memorial Center. The dream became a blueprint, and the blueprint has at last become a reality.

The part of student life outside the library and classrooms will soon be a memory.

The blueprint has at last become a reality.

The part of student life outside the library and classrooms will soon be a memory.

The Center is to be a center for student activities and recreation, we hope that eventually it will contain specific recreational areas, such as those for ping-pong, cards, billiards, TV, etc. Once the Center is completed, these recreational developments can be considered with regard to space in the building, facilities in the Colleges, and above all, with regard to student needs.

Since the Memorial Center is to be a center for student activities and recreation, we hope that eventually it will contain specific recreational areas, such as those for ping-pong, cards, billiards, TV, etc. Once the Center is completed, these recreational developments can be considered with regard to space in the building, facilities in the Colleges, and above all, with regard to student needs.

An Open Letter to the Student Body:

We would like to express our thanks to a wonderful student body that throughout this football season has unfailingly supported a fine team.

The enthusiasm of the student body has surpassed the dreams of everyone. As Buddy Dial said, "Before, the best that any coach or football team could hope for was to have a student body behind them; but we have more, we have a student body with us. And that really helps."

We hope that throughout the remainder of the year this same spirit will prevail and grow stronger.

Last year school spirit contributed a great deal to our Southwest Conference Championship; this year it has contributed much already and we are sure that it can produce the same results again. Let's not let up.

School spirit builds team spirit and team spirit makes champions. Let's be champions again.

Again we would like to express our appreciation to the student body.

Keep yelling.

The CHEERLEADERS

TO THE EDITOR:

In last week's Thresher (Oct. 24), Gerald Dangary's letter to the Editor was published. He presented Phil Barber's apparent- ly unguarded attack on the tremendous support provided by the entire student body as far this season.

With your continued support we feel certain that we can remain Champions!

Keep up the good work.

The Rice Team

Wager Questions Politic's Column

TO THE EDITOR:

UNLESS I AM given a more plausible explanation of Phil Barber's political situation than that presented by Barber two weeks ago, I might say that Herbert Kramer is gone—

a fact inherently beneficial to Texan voters. "Let's Put 'em in 'Ro Tins Root" (which has a bed on the set) was Mr. Williams's nationalistic answer to Jan de Hartog's "The Four Poster" (which has a bed on the set, and dug at the Barrymore in 1951).

Both Barber and Bill McGrath Polities

TO THE EDITOR:

Serene Agnes wished to leave this symbol on the record for a newly-wedded couple who had bought both the house and serenely serenade the newly-wed couple, saying that God is Love.
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EB'S Make 'Plain' Show Fare Fair

By PHIL NAZRO
The EB's are at it again. Spur- red on by the success of last year's "Boy Friend," they have put on another delight. "Plain and Fancy," a musical set in the heart of the Amish backwoods of Pennsylvania, has brought Broadway back to last year's "Boy Friend," they have put on another delight. "Plain and Fancy," a musical set in the heart of the Amish backwoods of Pennsylvania, has brought Broadway back to Pennsylvania.

The plot is simple and charming. A little Amish girl, trying to turn out quite an enjoyable evening, needs to make a decision. Will she go fancy or will she stick to her roots? The play has come alive. The play itself is moving indeed.

Peter, Pennington has an excellent voice. His singing of "Young and Foolish" is just about perfect. The pianist who accompanies him is also excellent.

To the Editor:
Barber points up something which needs to be said about lib- eral writers. Liberals enjoy other liberal writers. Hence, I prefer to read the proofs with the pudding at least.

Other Liberals

Liberalism is a characteristic which I have obtained mostly from contact with scientists and mathematicians. I prefer to read the proof with the pudding at least. Will Liberals please to give in their outbursts some ec- zema of the thought behind their conclusions? I like documentation. Give the Danes a world a sound argument and then let them write letters.

BARBER SHOP
Hermann Professional Building — Just Across Main Street.
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By PHIL NAZRO
The EB's are at it again. Spur- red on by the success of last year's "Boy Friend," they have put on another delight. "Plain and Fancy," a musical set in the heart of the Amish backwoods of Pennsylvania, has brought Broadway back to Pennsylvania.

The plot is simple and charming. A little Amish girl, trying to turn out quite an enjoyable evening, needs to make a decision. Will she go fancy or will she stick to her roots? The play has come alive. The play itself is moving indeed. Kathy Lacy's performance as Ruth, the Amish girl who tries to go fancy, has to offer, and both actors make the most of it.
Ever meet a Doubting Thomas?

A college senior once remarked to a Bell System interviewer: "A telephone career must be a mirage. I hear talk about fabulous training, fascinating work, grade-A job security, and rapid advancement in management. Sounds a bit too rosy. What's the real story?"

The interviewer knew more talk wouldn't sell a skeptic. So he showed him some "profiles" of recent college graduates who had enjoyed that fabulous training, had worked at intriguing jobs, and had won early management promotions.

Our once-skeptical friend has been with the Bell System 3 years now—and is currently supervising the work of 55 people.

We've converted a host of Doubting Thomases. Whether doubtful or not, you'll learn a lot about rewarding telephone careers by talking with the Bell System interviewer when he visits your campus. Also read the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office, or write for "Challenge and Opportunity" to:

College Employment Supervisor
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
193 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
THE OWLOOK

BY CLARENCE TEMPLE

Oh, the Tosaigs came to Houston-town an awesome group of men,
And each one of the cocky bunch wore a cocky grin.
For the Right Hand Men of Pickle Fats
The Owlets were blue as the skies.
And they had come to celebrate their next victorious win.

But the deep Blue sky had clouds of Gray and the Owlets were most effective.
And the sacred line of the Orange and White soon proved somewhat decisive.
Cleo Bannatyne made the game a root.
The Longhorns lost their urge to shout.
The light in the Texas tower went out, and that win is still prospective.

"Can you believe it?" was the question the sportswriters, predictors, and the majority of the fans were asking each other as they filed out of Rice Stadium five minutes before the game was over last Saturday night.

The Owlet ball-toters. Gerald was hurt in the game and missed last Saturday's encounter.
The Owlets opened with an express train, 16-0 triumph over SMU's Colts. Wharton last week slammed Arlington State, Little Rose Bowl champions for past two seasons, 35-14.

THE NEXT encounter for Rice will find the Owlets invading Aggieland for a battle with the Texas Aggie Fish on Nov. 17. Following this game, Rice will entertain the Baylor Cubs to close out their season November 29.

FRO alle STARRERS for the Owlet game were Gary Cohn and Ronny Schulte at ends.

BASKETBALL TEAM OPENS WITH SIX TWO-YEAR

THE OWLETS 3-2

By TED HERMANN

Rice Owlet basketball team has already opened cage drills with average of 10-8 rebounds and 18 points per game. Other returning lettermen are forwards Gary Griffin and Wilie Preston and guards E. Jay Mcllvain, Dale Ball, and Bob Higgins. Other prospects likely to see considerable action this season are forwards Steve Galloway and sophomore sharp-shooters Steve Galloway and sophomore sharp-shooters.

THE ALMOST unanimous choice for this year's Owlet S.C.W.C. is T.C.U.
The Frogs, who tied the Owlets and the Baylor Bears... will be the first for the Owlets to meet this year.

However, the big question mark for Rice appears to be their defense of depth and lack of accuracy at the free throw line. Last year the Owlets finished a dismal last in these two departments. This year's Owlet team will be led by center post. In the backfield Bill Cox should start at quarter, Bob Wayt and Don Parish at the halfback and halfback at fullback. Davis.

GALLAGHER and sophomore sharp-shooters.

INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL IS DRAWING TO A CLOSE

By BUDDY HERZ

One champion has been determined, another gone this year, and next week finds two more winners as the Rice Intramural Football League draws to a close. The Big Red knocked off the Green Eagles, 30-0 and 3rd Floor Baker 19-0 to advance the slumy crown for this year.

Rice Intramural Football League schedule December 1 in all league games and December 26-29 here in Houston.

THE EARTH
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Sign of Good Taste

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

HOUSTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
Houston, Texas

THE 4 BUTTON CARDIGAN
by Town & King

$14.95

100% Lamb's Wool. 4 Button Front Cardigan. Light Blue, Red, Yellow, Light Tan & Lt. Grey.

Sizes 36 to 46.

2272 TIMES BLVD.—IN THE VILLAGE

2A 9-9-65

THE THRESHER

Rice Owlets Will Invade Aggieland On November 13

RICE INSTITUTE'S future Owl, upset by Texas last week, journeyed to Waco last night to engage Coach Johnny Franklin and the Warton Junior College Packers.

THE OWLETS didn't lose any prestige in their 50-11 loss to the Shorthorns. Breaks, bad ones for the little Blue, were the difference as Texas was held to 47 yards running and 54 yards in the air. Linebackers Robert Johnston, Larry Anthony and Pat Gerald stood out in the Rice defense with fullback Roland Jackson, Lieutenant's gift to Texas, and halfback Bob Wayt leading the Owl back-toters. Gerald was hurt in the game and missed last Saturday night's affair.

THE OWLETS opened with an express train, 16-0 triumph over SMU's Colts. Wharton last week slammed Arlington State, Little Rose Bowl champions for past two seasons, 35-14.
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HOU STON'S LARGEST STORE DEVOTES EXCLUSIVELY TO MEN AND BOYS

FENCING TEAM IS PRACTICING

For interested freshman who may not know about it, or interested upperclassmen, the Rice Fencing Team practices on Thursday nights at 7 pm in the gym. Excellent coaching is available from Harold van Buskirk, former national fencing champion and Olympic team member.
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**VILLAGE CAFETERIA**

2529 RICE BLVD.

**Breakfast — Lunches — Dinner**

60c — 75c — 85c

**IN THE VILLAGE**

---

**THINKISH**

- **English:** Freedom for Rickshaw
- **English:** Unsuccessful Musical
- **English:** Indistinct Insect

**THINKISH**

**English:** Tobacconist's Shop in the Frozen North

**SPEAK THINKISH! MAKE '25**

Just put two words together to form a new one. Thinklish is so easy you'll think of dozens of new words in seconds! We'll pay 25¢ for the hundredth of THINKISH words judged best—and we'll feature many in our college. Send your THInKISH words (with translations to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Endorse your name, address, college or university and class.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste of a LUCKY STRIKE

 продукт "The American Tobacco Company - "Smooth is our middle name"